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"Increasing  understanding  of public problems  and policies"  is  not
an easy task.
This is true not only because of the complex nature of the problems
and the  conflicts which sometimes  exist between  immediate  individual
desires  and  the  longer-run  public  interest  but  also because  of  some
rather simple factors having to do with the arts of communication  and
economic  analysis  as  well  as the  increasing  expectation  of the public
regarding  possibilities  of  economic  management  at  the  public  level.
Each  of  these  special  limitations  deserves  some  brief  comment.
First, with respect to the arts of communication, we always tend to
simplify our discussions  since we well know  that people  are not going
to  carry  away  any  large  number  of  ideas  from  any single  speech  or
pamphlet.  I will  follow  the custom  and  start by saying that the struc-
ture of my argument  is very simple,  that I shall only outline three major
sets of problems with which it seems to me American farmers are vitally
concerned.
I well  know,  of course,  that American  farmers  are seriously  con-
cerned with  more than three  sets of problems.  For example, your own
choices  of  today's  problems  and  tomorrow's  puzzles  are indicated  by
your nine work group assignments and your programs of previous years.
The second  observation  I want  to make has to do with the nature
of economic  analysis. Most economic theory and many of our economic
analyses  start with  what  we  call  "static  analysis"-that  is,  analysis  of
the way in which  the economy,  or that part of it in which we are imme-
diately interested,  might be  expected  to operate  if the state of the arts
and the social  structure  generally were  both held constant.  This often
tends  to  abstract  the  most  difficult  problems  out  of  the  particular
analysis,  which only tells us the general nature  of the economic  equili-
brium  that would  result  if  natural  economic  forces  were  allowed  to
work  unfettered.  However,  changes,  often  unpredictable,  in the  state
of  the arts,  in consumer  preferences,  in legislative  arrangements,  and
in foreign influences are outstanding characteristics  of the actual world
in which  we live. Static analysis  is  useful in telling us something  about
some  of  the  main  tendencies  at work  in  such  a  society,  but  it  also
becomes necessary to introduce  a whole  series of considerations having
to do with change-what economists call dynamics.
Over our lifetime at least, we have been faced with a continuous flow
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and  shifting  foreign pressures.  So we  find ourselves  concerned not so
much with  the  character  of  the  happy  society  which might  exist  in  a
problemless economy but rather with the actions or adjustments needed
to  ease the stresses  and strains of an economy in transition,  which  will
at  the  same  time  facilitate  the  movement  toward  our  goal  of  a free
enterprise,  essentially  competitive,  expanding economy.
However  difficult  the  problem may be,  increased  attention to eco-
nomic management  at the public level  (another  way of saying  public
problems and policies)  is essential.  Increasingly, Americans  are asking
that their colleges,  their business  organizations,  and their government
endeavor  to find the  ways  and  means  not only  of warding  off distress
but even  more important  of encouraging  growth-growth  in terms of a
rising  standard  of living  for all elements  of an increasing  population.
This  is  the  third  of the supplemental  factors which  color or condition
our discussions  of public  policies  and  programs.  That  is,  we are  now
firmly committed to the belief that what happens  is in large part subject
to our  own  or someone  else's  conscious  control.
After  briefly  considering  the current  farm  price  situation,  I  shall
outline three major sets of problems with which American farmers  are
vitally  concerned.  These  are:  (1)  the  problems  of  the  "inflationary
creep,"  (2)  the problems associated with "economies  of scale,"  and (3)
the problem  of "surplus  farm products."
The attached table summarizes  selected data relating to farm prices
and incomes,  1939,  and  1946 into  1958.
THE  CURRENT  FARM  PRICE  SITUATION
Farm  prices  for the first  8 months of this year  averaged  6  percent
above a year earlier, despite the fact that volume of marketing was  also
up 4 percent.  Several factors  account for this:  First,  despite  the much
talked  about  recession,  U.  S. personal  or disposable  income  for  the
first two  quarters  of this year  was  actually  a little above  that realized
during  the  opening  six months  of  1957.  Second,  agriculture  is  about
the only sector of the American economy which has been substantially
deflated  since  the end of  World  War II. Farm prices  fell  29 percent,
February  1951  through  December  1955,  while realized  net incomes
of farm operators for the last four years have been running about 20 per-
cent below  incomes  realized  in  1951  and  1952.  Third,  a  turn in  the
cattle  cycle,  together  with  a shortening  of hog slaughter,  reduced  per
capita  supplies  of  red  meat  for  the  first  several  months  of  this year,
while the southern  freezes  this  last winter  substantially  shortened  the
supplies  of spring vegetables  and citrus fruits. Also,  prices for some  of
the surplus  farm  commodities  such  as  corn,  cotton,  and  wheat  have
been aided  by price  supports  or special  arrangements  of one  kind or
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Title I,  Public Law  480.
All  this  means  that agriculture  was  not  an  immediate  contributor
to  the  recession  in  economic  activity  which  ran  from  sometime  last
summer or fall into early this summer and that farm  buying  power has
actually increased.  But the recent strength of farm  prices does not mean
that agriculture  is depression-proof  nor does  it mean  that all  the  agri-
cultural problems are solved.
INFLATIONARY  CREEP
A first pressing problem  is achieving what Arthur Burns has termed
"prosperity  without  inflation"-that  is,  the  problem  of  keeping  the
economy  going  full  scale  without  recourse  to  successive  doses  of  in-
flation, small though  any one dose may seem.
What I mean by "creeping inflation" is well illustrated by two recent
news  items.  For example,  under date  of August 22,  1958,  U. S. News
and World Report contains an outlook story with a summary head that
starts:
Prospect  now  is  for  a  period  of  stability-no  runaway  inflation,  no
deflation.
This means the cost of living will rise more slowly than  it has in the past.
And  Time for August 25,  1958,  starts  its discussion  of the state of
business  under the  title,  "Inflation:  Unlikely":
To hear  the growls  of  the economic  bears,  the  U.  S.,  having  just  turned
the  recession  around,  now  stands  tottering  on  the  brink  of  something  dis-
astrous  called  "inflation."  But  does  it?  The  U.  S.  could  indeed  have serious
inflation  if fiscal irresponsibility  at Government levels  piled up  national  debts
heavier  than the economy  can absorb.  It might  also have inflation  if the wage
spiral got out of  hand,  or  if capacity  to  produce  fell  so far  short  of demand
that  prices  suddenly  shot  up  by  10  percent  or  20  percent.  It  will  not  have
"inflation"  by  any sensible  definition  of  the  word  so  long  as  the  U.  S.  can
manage  its  debts and  prices  rise  by  1 percent  or  2  percent each  year,  for as
economists  now  know,  such  gently  rising  prices  are  expectable-and  even
necessary-in  a growing economy.
In short, here are  two suggestions  that the current idea of stability
is  a slowly  rising  price  level-that  this may  in fact  be desirable.  Most
economists  would  certainly  seriously  question  this.  But  my  concern
here  is  not so  much  with  the  broad national  problem,  important  as  it
is to all of us, but rather with the effect  of inflation on the cost of pro-
ducing  farm products  and distributing food.
Persistent  inflation  over  the  last decade  has had  a  far more basic
effect on farmers' costs  than  on prices of products  sold by farmers.  In
1957,  for example,  production  expenses accounted  for  2 out of every
3 dollars  of realized  gross  farm  income  as  compared  with  a ratio  of
only about 1 out of every 2 dollars over the years prior to 1949. Mean-
while,  prices  and  cost rates  paid  by  farmers  so  far in  1958  have not
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at  an  all-time  record  level.
The  continuing  increases  in  the  nation's  general  cost  structure,
which  accounts  for most of the  increase  in prices  paid by farmers,  ac-
tually  has a  two-way  effect  over  the whole farm  and food  field. Farm-
ers  must  increasingly  use  purchased  rather  than  farm-produced  re-
sources-gasoline,  motor  vehicles,  fertilizer,  insecticides,  etc.,  instead
of  grain,  hay,  and  horses.  Higher  per-unit  cost rates  must be  paid for
increasing  quantities  of  goods  and  services.
At  the  same  time,  the  cost  of  handling,  processing,  and  selling
food  and  textile  items  is also  climbing,  which  of  course  means  in-
creased  consumer  costs  and  sales  resistance.  Retail  food  prices,  for
example,  have  also  been  at a  record  high this  year,  averaging  about  5
percent above a year earlier for the first six months, and over 20 percent
above  1947-49.  But  when  we  analyze  these  increases,  our  market
basket  estimates  for U.  S. produced  foods indicate  that  about  37  per-
cent of the increase  can be  traced to increased  handling margins  (with
about  63  percent  accounted  for by  farm price  increases).
ECONOMIES  OF  SCALE
We  are  all  acquainted  with  the  speeding  up  in  agricultural  tech-
nology  since  1940.  Significant  economies  in  costs  of  production  are
possible  not  only  in  commercial  farming  but  also  in  the  assembling,
processing,  and  selling  industries  handling  farm  products.  In  many,
perhaps in most,  cases full realization of lower per-unit costs of produc-
tion  is possible  only  as  the size  of the farm,  of the processing  unit, or
the selling  operation  is increased.
Increasing  the  size  or  scale  of  operations  also  leads  into  such ar-
rangements  as  contract  farming,  agri-business  integration,  and  busi-
ness  mergers.  Farm  production  also  increases  as  a  result  of this  new
technology  and  the  fact  that  alternative  opportunities  for  the  use  of
farmland  and  farm  equipment  are  relatively  limited.
SURPLUS  FARM  PRODUCTS
A series of questions relating to farm surpluses and ways of handling
them apparently  will continue  to be  of importance in  the farm picture
for  several  years  even  though  the  chances  now  are that  our  surplus
problems should be more manageable during the years ahead than dur-
ing  the  immediate  past.
The  situation  which  arises  from  farm  surpluses  may  be  eased
through  four obvious  approaches:  (1)  Farmers  may  shift the  mix  of
the  commodities  they  are  producing  in  an  effort to  produce  more  of
those  things  which  consumers  most  want,  less  of  those  things  which
consumers  least  want.  (2)  Farmers  may  shift  to  other  occupations
which  under  current  conditions  often  means  that  their  farmland  is
simply  incorporated  into other  commercial  farming units.  (3)  Efforts
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allotments,  marketing  quotas,  or  leasing  arrangements  such  as  those
provided  under  the  soil  bank  program.  (4)  Efforts  may  be  made  to
sell  or  otherwise  use  additional  farm  commodities  both  at  home  and
abroad.
The  effort  of farmers  to  shift the  commodity  mix  of their produc-
tion to maximize  returns  is continuous,  and actually  they usually  seem
to do a  good  job. From  1947-49  into  1957, for example,  the increase
in  crop production  was  only  6  percent,  while  the  increase  in produc-
tion  of  livestock  and  livestock  products  was  21  percent.  Despite  this
shift, we still have surpluses, and I want to call attention to the tendency
now  to  look  not  only  at  possible  ways  of  controlling  production,  an
approach  that  has  often  not worked  too  well,  but  also  to look  at  pos-
sible  ways  of  constructively  using  the  surpluses  themselves.  In  many
cases  the  costs  of  actually  using  or  disposing  of the  commodity  may
not  be  any  greater  than  the  costs  of limiting  production,  while  con-
structive  use  of  the  commodity  contributes  far  more  to  maintaining
farm  markets and increasing  nonfarm  income and well-being than  if it
were  not  produced.
Finally, attention  is again  called  to the main underlying  character-
istic of  the  American  economy  as  a whole-economic  growth.  We  do
live  in an expanding  economy and our farm problem is essentially  bal-
ancing  rates  of  growth-that  is, trying  to  see that  the rates  of increase
in farm  output are  about  in line with  the rates  of increase  in demand.
I admit  this is not simple.
On the  one  hand our land resources  are  limited while on the other
our  population  is increasing.  So  in  addition  to  taking  into  account
short-run problems  we must also  have policies  which will assure,  or at
least  are  not inconsistent  with  assuring,  adequate  food for the  Ameri-
can people  as our population grows,  recognizing  that the rate of popu-
lation growth may vary materially from time to time in the years ahead.
Certainly  this  calls  for  continuing  emphasis  on  research  and  educa-
tion  in order that  farmers  may continue  to  substitute  science,  capital,
and management skill for land  and labor. In one way the  introduction
of these longer-run  considerations  further complicates  the farm adjust-
ment problem.  But the shorter-run  problems are much more amenable
to sensible management  in  an expanding  economy,  where  the  popula-
tion and  per capita standard  of living  are both  increasing,  than  if this
were  not  the  case.  Economic  growth  not  only  increases  markets  for
most  products  but  also  opens  up  new  employment  opportunities  for
both capital  and labor  which  greatly facilitate the  adjustment  process.
We  now  recognize  that  we  are  faced  with  a  difficult,  continuing
problem,  that  we  are  not  likely  to  find  any  single  painless,  costless,
final solution within a few months or during the next year. This  itself is
progress  for it  means we  are  now  in a  much better frame  of mind to
consider  what  should  be  done.
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